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Why is Play Important?

Benefits of Stories, Songs and Music

Children enjoy it, it is fun, it comes naturally.

Story time, actions songs, rhymes, musical instruments

Children learn and develop many skills through play and can help
develop strengths and talents.

Physical
Develops muscles, large and small actions to songs - grand old Duke of
York, Ring a Roses, Heads, shoulders, knees & toes, fine motor skills musical instruments, sensory songs - tommy thumb, round and round
the garden

Helps them discover things about themselves and others and find their
independence

Why do Children Play?
Benefits of play are divided into 5 sections or PILES
Physical

Intellectual

Language

Gross Motor skills like running and
jumping
Tactile or sensory
Coordination
Strength and stamina
Spatial awareness not bumping into things
Fine motor skills like holding pencils and cutting
Hand eye coordination
Thinking skills and learning about things
Reasoning, logic and problem solving
Memory and imagination
Maths and science skills
Mark making and pre–reading (which way to hold a
book )
Vocabulary, new words and how language works
reading and writing
Listening and hearing
Body language, facial expressions and gestures
Taking turns
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Intellectual
Learning new songs, counting songs, colours, parts of body, stories, factual books, anticipating what comes next
Language
Widen vocabulary, repetitive rhymes and stories, actions /signs - BSL or
Makaton to support language development
Emotional
Helps build skills in managing stress and other big feelings, help prevent
over stimulation (which can lead to meltdowns and tantrums) , provides
an opportunity for o think and reflect, developing self awareness and
promoting positive behaviour
Social
Promotes turn taking , Could
be individual or in groups, Social aspects of singing together, Links to home, sharing
songs parents sung as children,
develop self confidence, opportunity to gain knowledge of
other cultures through songs,
stories and musical instruments
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Benefits of Quiet Spaces

Emotional

Expressing feelings and coping with them (ok to be
angry but not to smack Fred in the nose)
Understanding and respect for others
Confidence and self esteem
Pride in achievements

Social skills

Developing relationships
Interaction
Finding their own place, learning who they are
Respect for self and others
Sharing and turn taking
Personal skills, and independence
Rules and boundaries
Negotiation and boundaries

Cosy corner, book corner, prayer space, tent, den
Physical
A chance to refresh mind and body, develop an understanding of own need to
stop and relax for a while
Intellectual
Explore thoughts and ideas, share books
and stories
Language
Opportunity to chat, less confident children may feel more confident in a quiet
space, develop language of feelings - sad,
happy, worried, scared, joy, safe, love

There are different stages to social play as children grow and develop;
Emotional
Helps build skills in managing stress and other big feelings, help prevent
over stimulation (which can lead to meltdowns and tantrums) , provides
an opportunity for o think and reflect, developing self awareness and
promoting positive behaviour
Social
Chance for solitude or
sharing a special time,
reading storied to each
other, snuggling, sharing
a smaller space with others, learning to consider
others feelings

Solitary play

will play alone but dependant upon adults nearby

Parallel play

not together similar toys but own world

Looking on play no sharing!! Watches others
Cooperative play gradually will not object to sharing and play together
Imitative play

both deliberately do the same thing

Play with rules start to accept rules and fair play often hear ‘that’s
not fair’ start to play proper games
Being part of a crowd the craze!! Want it to be part of the in crowd
and friends become important!!
Theses apply to all types of play
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Benefits of Pretend Play

Benefits of Nature Play

Dressing up, role play, shops or home corner, dolls house or garage

Exploring outside in natural environment and natural resources inside

Physical
Promotes development of fine
motor skills –
small world play,
fastening clothes
etc. Dressing
skills, Tactile experience of materials

Physical
Improves nutrition - Children who grow their own food are more likely to
eat fruits and vegetable, More time spent outdoors is related to reduced
rates of near sightedness, more physically active outside, develops muscles and fine motor skills, using tools, spade, magnify glass, camera
Intellectual
Daily exposure to natural settings increases children’s ability to focus ,
encourages investigation and problem solving, learning about trees,
leaves, life cycles, insects, birds

Intellectual
Develops creativity, Encourages imagination, Provides new knowledge
about different situations, Promotes development about mathematical
Concepts, matching pairs, ordering or sequencing, Making shopping
lists, form filling etc
Language
Children interact with each other to share ideas and plan games,
Imitation of adults, Extends vocabulary on area of play – hospital, shop
Etc
Emotional
Enjoyment, Enables children to play out fears, unhappy experiences or
to relive happy ones, Outlet for tension and aggression, Link with
home – home corner, Allows children to explore how it feels to be
other people
Social
Encourages co-operation and interaction, Encourages sharing – of
ideas and equipment, Helps develop self confidence, Can offer
opportunity to gain knowledge of other cultures and other people’s
lives.
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Language
Initiate discussions about animals, insects, trees, leaves, seasons,
weather - windy, rain, snow, sunny , temperature - cold, warm, hot
Emotional
Enjoyment and sense of freedom, Children will often be less inhibited
outside, and more willing to join in with activities, In overcrowded spaces
children's behaviour can change, some can become more aggressive,
while others become more solitary, Opportunity for exercise, which improves children's emotional health,
allowing for relaxation and calmness
and a heightened sense of well being
Social
Can be solitary, parallel or collective,
Encourages co-operation, helping
each other, sharing, Encourage independence, problem solving and decision making, plenty of resources
helps younger children learn to play
alongside peers—natural resources in
abundance, pine cones, conkers,
leaves, shells, sticks, stones
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Benefits of Messy Play

Benefits of Crafty Play

Sand, water, cornflour, gloop, pasta, rice, soil

Collage, play dough, junk materials, painting, drawing, and printing

Physical
Tactile experiences, Helps develop fine motor skills – using
utensils, tools, buckets, spades,
digging, pouring, scooping,
strengthening muscles and increasing control

Physical
Tactile experiences, Helps develop fine motor skills – using pencils,
brushes, scissors – strengthening muscles and increasing control

Intellectual
Develops creativity, Encourages
imagination, Develops spatial
awareness – on top, next to etc
and what will fit in the gap, Develops mathematical concepts
measuring, weighing, counting
and problem solving, Offers discovery of different textures, mixing colours and consistencies, Encourages originality, personal choice and concentration
Language
Initiate discussions about shape, colour and size, about the materials
being used and where they come from – eg. Leaves from trees – autumn
etc, Comparisons – heavier, shorter, Descriptive words – sticky, soft,
rough or smooth, mathematical language—full, empty, big, small, heavy
Emotional
Enjoyment and sense of achievement, No right or wrong way, Outlet for
aggression or other emotions, Therapeutic effect
Social
Can be solitary, parallel or collective, Encourages co-operation, helping
each other, sharing, Encourage independence, problem solving and decision making, Good for group activities, Involvement in helping to clear
away.
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Intellectual
Develops creativity, Encourages imagination, Develops spatial awareness
– on top, next to etc and what will fit in the gap, Helps develop
awareness of colours, shapes and patterns, Offers discovery of different
textures, mixing colours and consistencies, Encourages originality,
personal choice and concentration
Language
Initiate discussions about shape, colour and size, about the materials
being used and where they come from – eg. Leaves from trees – autumn
etc, Comparisons – heavier,
shorter, Descriptive words –
sticky, soft, rough or smooth
Emotional
Enjoyment and sense of
achievement, No right or
wrong way, Outlet for
aggression or other emotions,
Therapeutic effect
Social
Can be solitary, parallel or
collective, Encourages cooperation, helping each
other, sharing, Encourage
independence and decision
making – choosing own
paper, colours or materials,
Good for group activities, Involvement in helping to clear away.
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Benefits of Tasty Play

Benefits of Big Play and Energetic Play
Playing party games, big physical play or energetic play

Playing with food; tasting food and cooking.

Physical
Stimulates appetite, circulation and alertness, Helps build resistance to
infection, Promotes muscle development, Promotes hand/eye coordination and fine motor skills, Develops co-ordination, balance and
physical skills such as running and stopping and starting

Physical
Sensory experience
( feel, taste, smell),
Promotes gross and
fine motor
movement

Intellectual
Encourages problem solving, recall and decision making, Promotes
concepts of height, speed, distance and spatial awareness, Promotes
curiosity and observation – watching others and trying things for themselves
Language
Expanding vocabulary, Sharing ideas
and decision making
Emotional
Enjoyment, Sense of
achievement, Opportunities for challenge , Builds self
confidence, Links
with home, Relieves
tension and aggression

Intellectual
Links with reading
and writing, reading
labels or recipes,
Scientific and mathematical experiences; measurements, time, changes
e.g. adding colour, mixing or effects of heat or cold and cooking)
counting, dividing and sequencing, Helps creativity and encourages
imagination, Helps develop awareness of colours, shapes and patterns ,
Offers discovery of different textures and consistencies, Encourages
originality, personal choice and concentration
Language
About ingredients and food – where or how it grows , Descriptive words
– sticky, soft, rough or smooth, Prediction – changes to ingredients,
time, counting, Use of senses and what they do
Emotional
Enjoyment, Link with home, Sense of achievement in end product,
Outlet for frustration or tension – kneading, mixing or beating,
Confidence to try different things

Social
Encourages co-operation, Involves sharing and turn taking, Encourages
helping one another and team work
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Social
Promotes turn taking and sharing, Could be individual or in groups,
Social aspects of eating together, Promotes awareness of hygiene and
safety, Involvement in helping to clear away.
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